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Figure 6. The researchers applied AAVR simulation to record how players navigated in the
virtual DAAP building and generated path graph. The Unity game engine was used as a virtual

playground to establish a series of tasks and a data capturing environment.

4. Evaluation of AAVR for wayfinding
The AAVR wayfinding study lasted three weeks. It focused on the group of
people who were already familiar with the building and evaluated their wayfinding
behavior in the presence of fire and dense smoke. Thirty undergraduate and
graduate students were recruited and participated the test and survey. The number
of male and female participants were nearly equal. Participants spent average 3-4
minutes reading the description of the task, signing the consent form, adjusting the
HMD before they started the test. Then participants spent around 10 - 15 minutes
completing two tasks. Task-A is to exit the virtual DAAP building during the
emergency evacuation. Task-B is to walk through the same building in the usual
situation. Virtual fire, smoke and alarm sound were only added in the task-A.
Participate spent 5 minutes filling a questionnaire after the two tasks.

In task-B, the casual walk scenario, we found the agents’ aggregation has a very
similar pattern matching the result from the previous space syntax and multi-agent
method. The central atrium with skylight attracted more circulation and became
a public gathering place. In task-A egress scenario, the same atrium became the
most recognizable space to assist the wayfinding in the smoke condition. The
visible daylight, material, and louder alarm sound made this space distinct from
the rest of DAAP building.

We also found AAVR wayfinding result is different from the previous two
methods. For instance, the grand stairs in DAAP, which is a very long linear
space adjacent to the central atrium with a relatively low ceiling and dimmed
daylight, attracted many agents in the space syntax and multi-agent simulation.
However, it did not attract many avatars in the AAVR simulation in task-A and
task-B. This might be due to the “less intelligent” agents in the first two methods
lacking the understanding of complex spatial features such as the elevation change,
height-depth proportion, space usage, and illumination level.
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Figure 7. Data analysis based on avatars’ movements. Top left: heat-map to represent
congregation value. Bottom left: paths by gender. Green color: male. Purple color: female.

From the heat-map and paths generated from male and female participants
in the AAVR method, we did not find a significant gender difference in the
wayfinding behavior. Although a few male and female participants failed to find
an exit and end the task early, both genders had a similar reaction to the spatial
features such as sound, material, and light based on the survey data.

5. CONCLUSION
Wayfinding simulation helps us to evaluate an architectural space and improve
efficiency, accessibility, and safety of the built environment. Good design space
and wayfinding system can help people to decrease frustration, stress, anxiety
caused by getting lost. Our research investigated multi-agent simulation, space
syntax, and VR simulation. In the first two computation methods, the simulation
was a result of the interaction between agents and their environment and the
modulation of agents’ behaviors within external rules. Comparing with the first
two methods, the avatar-based wayfinding provided a closer result to the reality.
It relies on the real human players and their wayfinding rationales. Together with
survey and questionnaire, both quantitative and qualitative feedback was collected.
As a result, the new AAVR approach produced measurable improvement in the
wayfinding simulation.

However, this AAVRmethod has a few limitations. Realizing the crowds were
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computer generated props, the participants often ignored these agents and only
evaluated the environment to facilitate wayfinding decisions without the influence
of the crowds. Lacking the avatar to agent interaction, avatar’s behavior was
isolated from the influence of the crowds in the egress scenario. In our next
phase investigation, the AAVR-based analysis would be able to allow multiple
participants to experience a shared space like a mass multi-player game and
influence each other. We are currently designing a multiuser interface of AAVR
to integrate remote players as avatars into a shared VR. We are also working on
capturing eye-tracking data of a player in the VR environment. The goal is to exam
the gaze pattern and fixation duration allowing researchers to study the human
perception and attention to various spatial features related to the wayfinding.
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